2018 Transforming Local
Government Conference
Case Study Application
Due: September 1, 2017
Email to Ryan Spillers at learning@transformgov.org

Or, Click here to Submit

Application Information
Case Study Title

Future-Proofing Your Organization: THPRD's Future Trends Team

Jurisdiction Name

Tualatin Hills Park & Recreation District

Jurisdiction Population 240,000
Theme (select one)

✔
_____
Thinking Like a Futurist
_____ Culture Club
_____ What about all this data?

_____ Reinventing Local Government
_____ Community Networking

Rapid Fire Session?
Would you like the application to be considered for our Rapid Fire Session? (Rapid Fire presentations are fastpaced, entertaining, interactive presentations. Each jurisdiction will have five minutes to make their presentations
using 15 PPT slides set on auto-forward primarily containing photos/graphics. Participants will be seated at round
tables to facilitate an energetic idea exchange. A cash bar will be available.)
___ YES

✔
___
NO

Project Leader (primary contact for application correspondence)
Name

Katherine Stokke

Title

Interim Operations Analysis Manager

Department

Operations Analysis

Phone

503-645-6433

Email

kstokke@thprd.org

Full mailing address,
including zip code

15707 SW Walker Rd, Beaverton, OR 97006

Twitter account

List additional presenters’ contact information below:

Keith Hobson
Director of Business & Facilities
503-645-6433
khobson@thprd.org

1.

Presentation title and description of the innovation. 100 word maximum

Future-Proofing Your Organization: THPRD's Future Trends Team
THPRD's Future Trends Team, an internal think tank, is charged with stepping back from
day-to-day operations and identifying impacts of “mega trends” for the next 10 to 20 years.
This cross-functional team conducts research throughout the year, and we pride ourselves on
embracing innovative techniques, from assigning an official devil’s advocate at each meeting
to help prevent groupthink, to experimenting with remote guest speakers and even a walking
meeting.

2.

When and how was the program, policy or initiative originally conceived in your
jurisdiction? 100 word maximum

Keith Hobson, Director of Business & Facilities, envisioned and established the Future Trends
Team back in October 2011, and the team has remained active ever since. The team grew
out of several recognized organizational needs. We were looking to encourage growth and
development among staff recognized as strategic thinkers. We wanted to cultivate an
environment of being a learning organization that supports innovation. And, we recognized
that we operate in an environment of continuous change and we should identify long-term
trends driving this change to get ahead of it rather than just react to it.

3.

How exactly is the program or policy innovative? How has your innovation changed
previous processes, products, or services? Explain how the program or initiative
substantially stretched or improved the boundaries of ordinary governmental
operations. 200 word maximum

THPRD's Future Trends Team is innovative because it challenges staff to think beyond their
individual role and to embrace productive conflict and humor. We have researched the importance
for organizations to stay nimble and flexible in a constantly changing world, and we apply the same
principle to our team. By taking a hard look at bumps in the road, we maintain the core elements that
make our team work (humor is a must in each meeting) while tweaking or replacing those that do not
(too many small groups doing different readings does not make for fruitful discussion).
One example of a resulting change is when we created a position for equity and inclusion. Our
team's early discussions of generational trends and rapidly changing demographics helped THPRD
expedite the process of creating this position, as well as undergoing an internal diversity climate
survey and rolling out a road map and equity council based on the survey results.

4.

What individuals or groups are considered the primary initiators of your program? How
does the innovation engage stakeholders or demonstrate high performance teaming?
Were strategic partnerships and/or community networks developed as a result of the
innovation? 200 word maximum

As the team's founder, Keith Hobson is the primary initiator. In forming this team, he identified
staff who he believed had the necessary creativity and strategic thinking. While he strove to
get members from departments throughout the district, his first priority was members who
could positively contribute to the team’s charge (to step back from day-to-day operations and
identify impacts of “mega trends” for the next 10 to 20 years) and who had capacity to take on
an intensive new commitment. The team ranges from nine to 12 members, and as some
participants cycle off the roster during the annual summer hiatus, new recruits join to ensure
fresh blood and allow greater opportunity for insights from the team to take hold throughout
the organization.
Future Trends Team participation requires research and helps members sharpen their critical
thinking skills. This type of intellectual discipline encourages evidence-based
decision-making, even outside of team activities. The long-term perspective has also
benefited THPRD’s succession planning, as the team embraces productive conflict and
encourages diverse views, thus fostering important communication skills. Exposure on the
team has helped identify future leaders and given them a foundation for growth.

5.

If a private consultant was used please describe their involvement, identify the
consultant and/or firm and provide contact information. 100 word maximum

N/A

6.

To what extent do you believe your program or policy initiative is potentially replicable
within other jurisdictions and why? To your knowledge, have any other jurisdictions or
organizations established programs or implemented policies modeled specifically on
this project? Please provide verification of the replication. 200 word maximum

We believe our model is replicable within other organizations because of the inherent
flexibility of our charge. As an internal think tank, we empower our team members to guide
the research, and we embrace innovative ideas such as trying out new meeting formats. Our
best practices and lessons learned can be adapted to benefit any type of forward-thinking
cross-functional committee.
We will be presenting to parks and recreation professionals at a conference this fall, so we
will see if any of them choose to model a similar team after us. In the meantime, a professor
from Louisiana State University requested info on our process for a Landscape Architecture
class on Urban Open Space, and we provided him a copy of our global trends report.
Consultant Barbara Heller contacted us for info about operationalizing innovation, and we
also had a conference call with Kansas City Parks and Recreation to share ideas for a
cross-functional team they were forming.

7.

What were the costs? What were the savings? 100 word maximum

This internal team was formed at no cost. Annual expenses are minimal, including
occasionally sending members to an event such as TEDxPortland or purchasing books for
research.

8.

Please describe the most significant obstacle(s) encountered thus far by your program.
How have they been dealt with? Which ones remain? 200 word maximum

In our quest to maintain a 20-year perspective, our biggest obstacle is not to get too
operational. We emphasize this for two reasons. First, we want to encourage innovation
within the normal management structure of the district and do not want the responsibility for
operational innovation to be outsourced to our team. Second, and more important, the time
horizon for future trend analysis is 20 years and beyond, and allowing operational thinking
into our discussions limited us and shortened our time horizon. Research and discussions
may spark an idea for members to pursue in their departments, but the emphasis lies in
envisioning what the future may mean for society and the world at a high level.
To deal with this challenge, we are transitioning from being product-oriented to being more
process-oriented. Instead of producing reports from our research, we have begun to share
our meeting minutes as a record of topics and insights. For even greater transparency, we
are also working to make our research resources available to all staff so they can follow
along with the themes.

9.

What outcomes did this program or policy have? What baseline data did you collect?
How did you measure the change based on the intervention, and why do you believe in
the credibility of this assessment? 200 word maximum

As a research-focused team, our outcomes involve identifying mega trends and emerging
issues. We wrote a global trends report in which we highlighted eight macro trends and
identified eight resulting questions for THPRD. Our team then addressed those questions
through three subcommittee reports.
We also emphasize truth-checking our past projections. By comparing the actual outcomes of
a trend with what the team had expected to see, we can continuously improve our own
predictive skills. In 2015, we revisited the original 2012 report and refreshed it with new data,
identifying two new macro trends in the process.

10.

Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please
list the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum

Yes, we wrote an article for the National Recreation and Park Association's (NRPA) Parks &
Recreation Magazine, which appeared in the March 2017 issue and can be found here:
https://www.nrpa.org/parks-recreation-magazine/2017/march/staying-ahead-of-the-curve/
The article describes how and why the team was formed, our research methods, and how we
perform strategic planning to keep our internal think tank thriving.

11.

Please provide any key references and their contact information who can be
interviewed/called to discuss the innovation and its impact. 100 word maximum

Our key references are our two proposed speakers: Keith Hobson, the team's founder, and
Katherine Stokke, the team's current leader.

12.

You’ve been to a lot of conferences. TLG should be a unique experience for everyone.
Describe how your case study presentation will be different than other conference
presentations. 200 word maximum
• How will you make the session creative and unique?
• How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational?
• Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/or interaction.

We plan to include an interactive portion where attendees will address a postcard to
themselves and fill it out with action items they will commit to as a result of this presentation.
At some point in the (near) future, we will mail their postcard out to them.
We will also share the pros and cons of some of the experimental things we have tried out for
meeting formats as well as research methods, including:
~ a walking meeting
~ providing team members with Kindle e-readers
~ attending TEDxPortland
~ a video conference call with a guest scientist
~ the meeting roles we assign at every meeting, and the connection with "World War Z"

13.

Anything else you would like to add? 200 word maximum

We have been invited to present a 20-minute speed session presentation about the team at
NRPA's national conference in September 2017.

Click here to Submit

